Eastern Sierra Tri County Fair
Ride Descriptions 2019
SPECTACULAR RIDES

Vertigo
The A.R.M Vertigo towers over the midway at 100 feet in height and seats twenty-four
passengers. Each seat holds two riders who are secured by a lap restraint. Once the ride
begins, the entire center twists in a circular motion. Riders enjoy a swinging sensation as
the entire center track lifts up slowly until reaching the top of the ride. Once the swing
ride reaches the top it begins to slowly swing in a descent

Ring of Fire
Love of the Midway is a burnin’ thing, and in this case, it makes a fiery ring. On
the Ring of Fire passengers are firmly secured in their seats within a train of
cars and are taken on a journey that circumnavigates the inside of a ‘ring of fire’.
The train pauses only once at the top before cascading down the track
backwards! The Ring of Fire is a spectacular ride just for teens and adults.
Century Wheel
Towering 67 feet, the Century Wheel is sure to offer spectacular views of the
midway. The Century Wheel was recently fitted with high efficiency LED lights.
Hundreds of bright beautiful patterns fill the sky, all while using less energy!

Zipper
The Zipper has been one of the Midway’s most recognizable attractions for
years, providing thrills to riders from teens to adults. There’s more spinning
going on with the Zipper than an out of control top. While the ‘cages’ holding
two passengers each rise and descend on a tower boom, each spins
independently and the entire boom turns, too. Three times the action, backed
by spectacular lighting bringing them back for more.
Carousel
For decades, audiences have been awed by the beautifully handcrafted majesty
of the carousel. To witness The Carousel is to see this piece of Americana in all
its glory. This 38 foot Carousel features 36 jumping horses, and 2 chariots.

Parents and children create memories while they enjoy the sights and sounds of
this beautiful ride together!
Alien Invasion
The Alien Invasion welcomes passengers aboard an enclosed alien spaceship.
Once inside the entire ride revolves, spinning at 24 RPM and uses centrifugal
force to sweep passengers you off of their feet giving them the feeling of
weightlessness. All aboard this 45-person capacity Alien Invasion for one wild
ride

MAJOR RIDES AND SHOWS

Scrambler
Zig and zag your way to an amazing time on the Scrambler. Families delight as
they spin in two directions at the same time. The Scrambler has 12 seats each
seat capable of holding 3 people. The main frame spins as each arm of seats
spins independently, creating a feeling of funky flight. The Scrambler also
features Deluxe Lighting and programmed incandescent “Ultra Lights.”

Cyclone
The Cyclone is a thrilling ride that is enjoyed by kids, teens and families of all
types. The Cylone has 8 uniquely designed spherical passenger vessels each with
a capacity of 4 persons. Each vessel includes a centrally located steering wheel
which enables the passengers spin the cars themselves. The cyclone lifts 7 ½
feet into the air and tilts 20 degrees for a terrific ride sensation
Slide
The slide is a ride for the whole family. It towers 35 feet high and has hills to
slide down. Fairgoers of any age enjoy the thrill of our slide as they sail down
the undulating path. Passengers climb a stairway, higher and higher to the top
of the slide and then laugh and scream with delight as they sail to the bottom.

Eagle 16
A staple of the American Midway, this 16-seat ferris wheel has eight front facing
cars holding two riders in each. It offers both a gentle ride around the 360degree vertical circle and a thrilling view, as riders are lifted high above the
ground and able to see for miles.

FAMILY RIDES (Rides that adults and children may ride
together)

Train
All aboard!! This fun-filled train trip for the whole family takes place in brightly
colored cartoon-like cars. Passengers board the train at the station and with
merry music, and bright scenery, the journey begins around a circular track. Fun
for everyone is in store on the Looney tooter.
Dizzy Dragon
On the Dizzy Dragon four magical dragons welcome children and parents
aboard for a smooth ride. Passengers can move the ride at their own pace by
turning a giant steering wheel inside the dragon’s belly spinning themselves
round and round while the entire ride revolves as well. This ride is a great
introduction for ride enthusiasts in training before stepping up to the Tilt A Whirl.
Rock N Tug
Those who normally go with the flow are encouraged to rock the boat a little this
year at the Fair. This little tug boat spins, dips and peaks like riding an ocean
swell. The Rock N Tug seats approximately 20 individuals so parents can take
to the high seas with their children.
Jumping Jumbos
Adding yet another humorous touch to the Midway are our Jumpin’ Jumbos.
This cadre of eight comedic elephants rise into the air and then gently descends
while rotating from a center tower.
Pirates of the Midway
Pirates of the Midway takes you on a salty quest of epic proportions. This pirate
themed walk-through attraction is a thrilling trip through a maze of unusual
sights and sounds! Inside and out, the Pirates of the Midway is an eye-catching
adventure, complete with tricks and thrills.

1st Squadron
The 1st Squadron is a great ride for the whole family! These jet fighters have a
small steering wheel that allows the children to maneuver the ride up and down
as if they are the ones flying the jet through the air.

Firehouse
The Firehouse is an all-time favorite to the little ones. Fun for the whole family.
Featuring walk through punching bags, a cargo net climb and many more
features will keep the littlest of visitors wanting to come back for more

KID RIDES

Roadster
Get your little motor runnin’ on this high-octane kiddy ride. The Roadsters is an
umbrella ride with mini classic cars to ride in which travel in a 360 degree
rotation.
Kid Wheel
The Kid Wheel is a mini ferris wheel for younger riders. At a height of 20 feet,
kids get the thrill of the wheel without the height of our Eagle 16 wheel.

Dragon Wagon
The Dragon Wagon is a kid size coaster.
Riders travel in an undulating circle around a raised track. The coaster cars are
themed like a dragon and each section of its body hold two passengers.

Wacky Tracks Funhouse
This is your chance to see what it’s like to visit as silly train station. Wacky
Tracks attracts kids and adults of all ages on a walk through a funhouse with
many exciting obstacles.

Frog Hopper
The Frog Hopper is a first of its kind, fully interactive family ride that is sure to
be a hit amongst kids of all ages. The Frog Hopper combines stadium style
seating with an adorable frog theme utilizing a unique, patent pending
interactive bouncing motion.

